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Abstract.

At the (rod of three days' sl)irited discussion of tim type 2 Scyfert galaxy

NGC 1068, what (tow(' think we understand about this ol)ject? New ol)ser-

vations particularly in tim infrared and radio are lmll)ing to resolv('

oht t)rot)h_ms, whih_ drawing attention to new ones. It al)t)ears that NGC

1068 is a relatively normal sl)iral galaxy in which largc-scah_ gravitational

disturl)an(:es are flmneling matter into the nucleus. A collimated outflow

(list:url)s the interst(_llar m(_(lium out to kilol)arsec scales, I)ut the nucleus it-

self is hi(hhm t)ehind an ol)a(tu(_ s(:reen. Radio observations have now pi(_r(:ed

the scr(_en, and suggest that at the (:enter of it all, a l0 20 million solar

mass black hoh_ is ac(:reting at (:los(" to its E(t(tington limit.

1. Introduction

Few galaxies have t)een so th()roughly scrutinized, at so many wavelengths,

that one can fl'uitfldly (hwote an entire three-day workshop to them. NGC

1068 is such a galaxy. NGC 1068 may not 1)e quite th(' stuff of t)oetry (see,

(_.g., Cygnus A t)y D. M. Thomas, the lnor(' t)r(_s(mtal)h_ t)arts of which arc

quoted 1)y Roger Blandford in Carilli & Harris 1996), 1)ut al)out 50 of us

managc(t to wax lyrical over it for thl'c(_ days at Ringt)erg Castle, in tlw

Bavarian Alps.

As a scientist of rather limited shorthand skills, I (h'_sl)aired at captur-

ing the rich texture of new ol)servations and (tiagnosti(: t(_(:hniqucs being

t)rought to t)car on this galaxy. Fortmlat(_ly, tim m('eting was a true work-

shot), chm'actcrizcd 1)y ext(msive and ffeewlm(qing discussion at every stage.

In this smnmary, I try to (:onvey the general ton(_ of the discussions along

with tim individual (:ontril)utions that t)arti(:ularly (:aught my attention.
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2. AG or AGN?

MITCHELL C. BEGELMAN

It is the bright and conq)lex nuclear region that attracts us to NGC 1068.

But what is the setting for these l)yrote(:hnics? Is it appropriate to decoui)le

our study of the a(:tivc gala(:ti(: nucleus (AGN) from that of the surrounding

galaxy? Or must we (:onsider the entire a_:tive galaxy (AG) as a unit, with

complex intera(:tions oi)erating among all s(:alcs.

To a first approximation, tile active nucleus seems to reside in the mid-

(tl('_ of an otherwise normal galaxy. We heard little mention of i)ossit)lc

environment_l triggers for a(:tivity su(:h as mergers or tidal encounters

with other galaxies 1)c(:ause thcr(_ is little or no evid(;nce for such intera(:-

tions. Pcrhal)s such an interaction occurred long ago; if so, the outer galaxy

has since returimd more or less t() normal. Perhaps we should not t)e too

surt)riscd , si_lcc HST observations of more hnninous distant quasars show

that some of them arc also se('mingly isolated and un(listurt)(_d (Bahcall et

al. 1996).

But there is evidence suggesting that the nucleus is flmlled by inflow of

interst('.llar gas through the galaxy. At large scales, the clues are subtle. The

HI distribution in NGC 1068 seems unusual for its Hul)ble type [Brinks].

The HI surface density tracks the ot)tical surface brightness, instead of

being more extended, and tile rotation curve gently declines outward. Has

interst(_llar gas from the outer galaxy t)een drained into the center? It is

dut)ious that the aniount of gas involved could have 1)een enough to skew

tile overall (l('gre('_ (if mass conceiltration in the galaxy, and thus ac(:ount

for the declining (rather than fiat) rotation curve. Perhal)S NGC 1068 was

1)orn with a slightly more (:on('cntrate(t mass distribution, and a slightly

greater t)roclivity for gravitational instal)ility, than a typical spiral. Once

triggered, gravitational instal)ility could 1)e ('nhan('cd by dissipation in the

gas, as in the "bars within bars" scenario for flmling AGNs (Shlosman et

al. 1989).

There is t)oth kinematic and morphologi(:al (;vi(tence that the inflow is

driven by large-s('ale nonaxisymmetric gravitational disturbances. Brinks

reported redshifted HI al)sort)ti(ln , and the trend ('ontinued to smaller scales

with observations of molecules [Tac(:oni, Scoville, Lutz, ... ]. Indeed, both

molecular gas an(t stars (as viewed in the IR) seem to trace out a bar, on

sul)-kpc scales, with trailing spiral shocks just as I)redicted by theorists

[Delulen]! Plausibly, this inflow feeds I)oth star fbrmation and the AGN, but

in a ('uriously or(lerly way. PerhaI)s suggestions that l)owerfld AGNs would

t)c associated with severe dist,rl)anccs on all s(:ales were overly alarmist.
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3. Starburst(s)

Vigorousstarf()rmationisobserved"out in th(`-op(m"in NGC1068onkilo-
parse(:scales,andmayt)(`-significant as a tracer of gravitational instability

and a sour(:c of the obscrv(`-d hy(trodynanfi(: turlmhmc(`- in the at()mic all(l

mol(_.cular gas. |Jilt mOl'(_ att(`-ntion was t'ocus(`-d on the tim 111()r(_ COlllpact

startmrst that we can't see quit(`- as well. That t(' d(_s(:rit)ed infrared ()t)s(wva-

tions of a ('entral star clust(`-r that is not too compact (40 pc), yet is distinct

fronl the galactic bulge. Tim rate ()f star formation in this (:(mtral region

is un(:lear, and the contribution mad(`- t)y stars to the nu(:lear b()lonmtri(:

luminosity is (`-(tually mw.crtain.

Thes(_ uncertainti('s are (:Oml)()un(t(`-(t by the very conq)h_x intera(:tions

|)(`-tween stars and gas [Terl(`-vich]. SuI)(wgiants and massive stars re(:y(:l(*

mass and energy betwe(m the stellar and gas distributions, g_qmn a large

fl'a(:tion of the (mergy output fi'om a star goes (tir(_ctly into the gas, through

st(`-llar winds and Sllt)erll()V;t Cxl)losions, th(`- radiative and morphoh)gi(:al

signatur(`-s (:an t)e quit(`- (lift(went fi'om thos(`- ()f a simple star cluster. If the

gas distributi(m is ast)h(wi(:al, the "sut)('rbubl)h'" excavated |)y the winds

fl'(nn massive stars can |)(' (:oil|mated into a st ru(:tur(_ that res('nfi)les a jet.

The moral'? Be (:areflll when interpr(`-ting organized gas flows.

4. The Radio Jet & NLR

Even mor(`- caution is in order wlmn int(`-rt)rcting the eff('_(:ts of the nu-

clear activity (m the interstellar nmdium. We do not know how nmch of

tim energy emerging in line emission fi'()m tim narrow-lin(_ region conl(_s

froln l)hotoionization t)y the nuclear continuum, and how much is l)OW(_red

locally |)y an (mergeti(: outtlow [Baum]. That ther(', are important local in-

t(wactions se(`-ms (:l(`-ar, however. Shar t) |)ends and st)ot (mhanc('nmnts in

the radio emission are suggestive of sho(:ks as the outflow (_n(:ounters in-

terst(qlar clouds. Cat)(`-tti and collal)orators sh()wed that the most intense

regions of opti(:al line (`-mission se(`-m to avoid the radio-bright structm'es

in the kpc-s(:ale t)hmw_; the idea that the radio-(mlitting plasma ix pushing

tit(', line emitting gas around is r(_,infi)r(:ed by gas kinenmti(: measurem(mts

[Cecil, Pdcontal, Arribas]. Tim most intense int(wa(:tion semns to |)e ('on-
(:(mtrated in a ('on(_ that is much narrower than tim solid angle eXl)OSed to

ionizing radiation, also suggesting that the additional (mergy in.i(!cti(m t)y

hot or fast-moving gas is crucial. The shar 1) c(mtrasts in the (:one do sug-

gest "cr(`-tms('ular rays" [Cat('hpoh_], but sore(`- sources of emission l)('eking

around the clouds could t)e local rather than mu:lear.

Tim (wi(l(m('.(`- for dire(:t interaction, mffortunately, does not tell us much

at)out the physical nature of tim radio-(mlitting region. Its (mcrgetics are

barely constrained. Does 111(`-emission trace a jet, a j('t's (:ocoon, or a 1)ul)|)h`-
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of shockedgasbreakingout of tile nucleus?Baumfi)llowedtheradioobser-
vationsinward,showingthat thera(tiostructureonscalesof tensof t)arse(:s
res(_nfl)lesa wNl-collimate(tjet (Muxlowet al. 1996;Gallimoreet al. 1996).
A turbulenthyt)ersonicjet driving radiativeshocksinto interstellar(:louds
formsthe basisof Dopita'smodel(presentedby D. Axon). In this pi('ture,
the photoionizingradiationis providedentirelyby thecoolingshocks.

Thequestionremainswhetherthe,re is enoughenergyin theoutflowto
l)owerthenarrow-lineenfission.At leastone(:hmtendingtowardtheatfii'-
mativeis providedby evidencethat mostof the softX-raysareproduced
overa kI)c-scah_region[Wilson].Giventhat the electrons(:atteringzoneis
far smaller,this suggeststhat the ine(:hani(:alenergySUpl)lyto the NLR,is
in(teedsul)stantial.

5. Smoke _ Mirrors

The regionsof gas(mirrors)anddust(sm(,ke)whi(:hscattcrandreprocess
the ('entral(:ontinuumprovi(letheonly wayto observethe centralionizing
contimmmandbroademissionlines(Antonucci& Miller 1985).Unsuccess-
fill attemt)ts to seethrough the,ol)s(:uringgas in the infrare(lhaveonly
reinfi)rcedthis con(:lusion[Ward,Glass].

Fortunately, the, gas-ri(:h enviromnent of NGC 1068's ml(:leus provides

many vantage points from whi(:h to view the ml(:leus, all)eit in(lire(:tly. In

additioil to Antomwci &: Miller's region of ele('tron scattering along the

ra(lio axis, Cecil has identified nfirrors to either side of the ionization (:one,

and Iwasawa reported on X-ray refle('tion signatures. ASCA observations

of fluorescence lines from 1)oth "coht" (Fe I XVII) and "hot" (Fe XXV,

XXVI) iron ('ould t)rovide imt)ortant (:lues to the geometry and energetics

of the (:h)se-in s(:attering zone, and Doppler shifts of the s(:attered BLR

emission provide a diagnostic of the scattering zone's dynami('s [Krolik].

The "smoke" is 1)roving equally useflfl. The angular breadth of the cone

of ionizing radiation is demonstrated by obserw_tions of the distant "NE

Knot" [Bland-Hawthorn], while infl'ared m(_asurements are mat)l)ing out the

dust rel)r()(:essing and bipolar refl(_('tion nebula nearer the nu(:leus [Hough,

All(fin, Pier I .

The ambitious goal of reconstru(:ting tile st)ectrum and angular distrib-

ution of radiation escat)ing the nu(:leus from the, scattered and r(_processe(t

radiation has not yet been attained, despite the al)pli(:ation of ingenious

techniques. The most exciting new lines of attack involve recent infl'ared

observations. The IS() infrared satellite has dete,(:ted a wide range of ions

aroun<t the ml<:leus [Lutz] requiring the pre,<tominant source of ionizing ra-

diation to peak at 30 to 300 eV i.e., a quasar-like nu(:lear spectrum.

Furthermore, molecular clouds which f_ll within the ionizing (:ones at 1
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kt)c radius show strong mid-infrared radiation trot very weak line emission

from poly<:y('li(: ar<)mati(: hy<tro<:arl)ons (PAHs) [Blan<t-Hawthorn]. The lat-

ter are grains smaller than 10 Angstroms which are observed in terrestrial

lal>oratories to t)e easily destroyed |)y X-ray radiation. The shal)e of the

infrared sl)eetrum, and t.he weak PAH emission, Dora the molecular clouds

(:an 1)e understood if the ionizing flux in these directions has a strong 1)lue

component, and is several times more intense ("l)eame(t"'?) than the re-

t)ro(:essed flux observed along our line. of sight (Bland-Hawthorn & Volt

()f eourse_ if a significant fraction of the ionizing radiation comes fl'om

outside the nucleus from the startmrst(s), or from auto-ionizing sho('ks or

turbulent mixing layers associated with the jet then working t)ackward

from the i()nization st.ru(:ture to the incident (:ontimmm will be that mu('h

more difficult. Sul_t.le analyses presented t)y Netzer, Sternt)erg, and Bland-

Hawthorn are particularly sensitive to this.

6. The Central Engine

If any one group led us t,o the nu(:leus of NGC 1068, it was the radio ms-

tr(m()mers. By the end of the workshop and after lllUCh st)irited debate

there w'_s general agreement t.hat the radio source, la|)eled S1 marks the

nu(qeus. S1 turns out t() be a (:Oml)a(:t radio COml)(ment resolved with the

VLBA at several parsecs a(:ross_ elongated apl)roximately t)erl)endicular

to the t)ase of the radio .iet and with an "inverted" radio st)ectrum [Gal-

limore 1. In contrast t() lumin()us (:ompact radio sources, where an inverted

st)e('trum usually means a synchrotron selfat)sorl)ed s()ur(:e of high (,-_ 10 ll

K) t)rightness t,emt)eratur(_ the I)rightness teml)erature of S1 is a few mil-

lion degrees or less. Thus, it is t)r()t)at)ly free. fl'ee emission, t)erhaps from

the inner surface of the ot)seuring disk or torus. The emission measure (and

1)ower required to ionize the gas) is quite large_ an(l det)ends sensitively ()n

the I)rightness teml)erature.

Greenhill's presentation of the latest ol)servations of water masers t)ro-

vided the t)iggesl surprise of the meeting. The I)lueshifted maser spots have

now t)een mat)t)ed with VLBA and, ms ext)ected, lie (m the Ol)t)osite side of

S1 to the redshil),ed masers. But they do not lie northeast of the systemi(:-

veh)eity masers (whi(:h coincide with S1). symmetrically t)la('ed at)out the

jet axis ms they would t)e if tra('ing out the skin of a geometrically thi(:k torus

((_reenhill et al. 1996). Instead they trail off to the southeast, diametrically

()i)t)osite the redshifted masers with respect to S1. The maser distritmti()n

looks generi(:ally similar to the wart)ed disk traced out by masers in NGC

4258 (Herrnstein, Greenhill, b: M()ran 1996), but with a much more t)ro-

n(mn(:e(l win't). The r()tati()n curve is symmetric al)out S1 an(l fits that of an
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annulus,but the radial dependenceof tile velocitygradientis flatter than
Keplerian,with v c( R -°a'5. This is most easily exl)lained as the dilution of

the black hole's gravitational potential by an extended star cluster (or by

the mass of the disk itself) but it could also reflect a steep dependence of

tile warp angle with radius.

Maser kinematics allow us to place a lower limit on the enclosed mass of

about 2 x 107 M:.,, implying that the bolometric hlminosity (mostly emerg-

ing in the infrared) is at least half the Eddington limit. Radiation pressure

must Im important, at least in the innermost accretion flow, and the accre-

tion rate could be super-Eddington. The expected anisotropy of radiation

from a super-Eddington accretion flow (Sikora 1981) could conceivably ac-

count for the degree of intrinsit: beaming required by Bland-Hawthorn's

analysis of the PAH enfission and mid-IR reprocessed radiation.

But the strange geometry of NGC 1068's nucleus still resists explana-

tion. Outside about 100 pc, interstellar gas seems to flow in an orderly

fashion through the galactic disk. Why, then, should the inner accretion

disk Im so severely misaligned with the galaxy that both the axis of the

ionization cone and the .jet lie close to the galactic plane/? Such misalign-

meats are common in Seyferts, but nowhere else are they so clearly mapped.

Not only are the maser disk and the $1 colnponent both apparently mis-

aligned with tile galactic disk, trot they are misaligned with one another as
well.

On scales as large as a few parsecs, one cmmot appeal to a misaligned

t)lack hole si)in to alter the alignment of a disk through the Bardeen

Petterson effect (Bardeen & Petterson 1975). One t)ossible ext)lanation is

that tile tirol captured into the inner a(:('retion flow (:onsists of giant mole-

cular clouds whose orbits have t)een randomized t)y gasdynanfical or grav-

itational effects. One cloud of 105 M_.> could fllel activity in NGC 1068 for

10 ° years. But a pc-scale disk would probably require many such clouds to

maintain an adequate, a(:cretion rate, given the usual estimates for accre-

tion disk viscosity. The misalignment should then be much less t)ronounced,

mdess individual clouds have very large masses.

The newly discovered radiation-driven warping instat)ility (Pringle 1996)

would seem to provide the most pronfising explanation for the misalign-

meats on parsec scales. A disk that is optically thick to t)oth absorption

and emission, illuminated by a compact radiation source at its center, is m>

stable to wari)ing under the action of radiation pressure. This mechanism

has been applied to the mild warp in the maser disk of NGC 4258, and

may also explain the 164-day precession of the disk and jets in the Galactic

X-ray 1)inary SS 433 (Maloney, Begehnan, & Pringle 1996)! Under certain

conditions the magnitude of the warp may become extreme (Pringle 1996,

private communication).
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7. Concluding Remarks

FewprejudicesM)outNGC1068wereleft unexaininedduringthis intensive
workshop,savefor one.Nooneseemedto questionthat anopaque,dusty
torusof moleculargasot)scuresour viewof the centralengineand broad-
lineregion.Dynamicaltoo(Msfbr sucha torushavelongfacedthe,ditficulty
of findinga mechanismthat will supportit againstgravitationalcollapse
to its orbital plane(Krolik & Begehnan1988).It is still anopenquestion
whethergravitationalinstat)ilities,lnagnetieeffects,or someother formof
stirring (e.g.,by stellarwinds)canovercomethe dissipativetendenciesof
thegas.Newevidencethat NGC1068ixradiatingat eh)seto its Eddington
limit makesit morel)lausil)lethat radiationpressurea('tingon dustc()uht
sut)l)ortthetorusagainstgravity(Pier& Krolik 1992).But thedistribution
of maserspotson the sky ix hard to understandasthe manifestationof a
torus. Moreover,if the maseremissionis to t)e l)umpedI)y X-raysfi'om
the nucleus,the lnoh_(:ulesmust havea (:learline of sight to the X-ray
emitting region.Sucha line of sight is t)rovidednaturally I)y a warl)ed
disk (Neufehl& Mah)ney1995),whi(:hat thesametime (xmhtot)scureour
view of the nu(:hmsand restri('t the solidangleof the es(:apingionizing
radiati(m.Andseverelywarped,trot ge(mmtri(:allythin, accretiondisksno
hmgerseemasfar-fi_tchedastheyon(:e(lid. Weshouldnot besurl)risedif
thewonderfulnewobservationsanddiagnosticte(:hniquest)resentedat this
workshoI) tbr('.eusto reevahmteevenhmg-hehlideasat)outNGC 1068.

()n 1)ehalfof everyoneat the workshol)I'(t like to thank the organiz-
ers t)artieularlyLin(ta Tae(:oniand .lack Gallimore and (mr host,

Reinhard Genzel, ti)r making this gathering possil)le. I am grateflfl to .loss

Bland-Hawthorn and .lulian Krolik among many other partieil)ants

ti)r discussions during and after the workshot). My resear(:h on AGNs is sup-

l)orted in part 1)y NSF grants AST-9120599 and AST-9529175, and NASA

grant NAGW-3838.
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